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Objective: The purpose of this paper is to examine efforts that are being made to make 

government work better. 



 

Preface 

 

The human sciences are constructed and shaped by the language and theories used, and 

the resulting interpretation is always incomplete, always open to challenge1. Thus, 

questioning and challenging accepted theories and concepts should be a frequent 

everyday practice within the social sciences. I personally lean to the constructivist theory 

of history (as opposed to the empirical social science approach) which accepts the 

existence of multiple realities and no given foundations for asserting the superiority of 

one narrative interpretation over another. The study of the government and politics of the 

UK is very much characterised by competing approaches but it is also a shared 

intellectual enterprise2.    

 

Introduction 

 

The keystone of this paper is the notion of governance – a term carrying an infinite 

number of meanings and uses in the various fields of the social sciences. The term 

appears in political science, in public administration and in economics. The frequency of 

the use of the term in such a diverse range of fields leads to ambiguity or even obscurity. 

For the purposes of this thesis we shall adhere to a conception of governance that refers 

to a new process of governing, identification of a changing political order and the 

emergence of a new method of government within society3. The term will be both 

discussed more broadly (1.2.1 – 1.2.5) and more clearly defined (1.2.6.) in the first 

chapter of this work.  

 

Governance is not an absolutely entrenched term in political science discourse and in a 

way has still to fight for its position and recognition. Thus the motivation and ambition of 

                                                 
1 RHODES, R. A. W. United Kingdom Volume I. Aldershot: Ashgate Dartmouth, 2000, p XII 
2 Ibid, p XII 
3
RHODES, R. A. W. What is New about Governance and Why does it Matter? in, Governing Europe. 

HAYWARD and MENON Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003 p 53 
 



this paper shall be to present governance as a relevant concept of interpreting British 

government. The aim is to provide a guide to one way of understanding British 

government. This should be achieved through demonstrating, depicting and analysing the 

changes that the British government underwent between the years 1979 and 1997 under 

the rule of successive Conservative governments.  

 

One of the aspirations of this thesis is to argue (alongside scholars such as Rhodes, 

Richards, Smith, Pierre, Peters and others) that the old vocabulary of the Westminster 

model does not capture full substance of British government. For instance, Rhodes 

argues, we need a new language that would help us better and more comprehensively 

comprehend British government. The new language (closely connected to different 

explanations of governance) has been used by some scholars over the past twenty years 

when talking about British government. It often refers to the phenomenon of 

managerialism or the New Public Management perspective. Phrases such as managerial 

state or the state under stress arise in the discourse on British government 

 

The central hypothesis examined in this work is that ‘the Westminster model of 

government does not comprehensively describe the British government any more’. Our 

assumption is that the complexity of today’s British government needs a more 

comprehensive approach that incorporates all the changes that the system of governance 

in the UK has gone through over the past decade.  

    

In a way, the whole concept of governance and its emergence some twenty years ago 

could be viewed as a notion to correct the existing map of the British government and to 

include the changes that have taken place in the recent years.  

 

The Westminster model of government, as the British government is often referred to, is 

based on the following principles: parliamentary sovereignty, accountability through free 

and fair elections, majority party control over the executive, strong cabinet government, 

central government dominance, doctrine of ministerial responsibility, and non-political 



civil servants4. That is the traditional interpretation of the British government (using the 

traditional language used to describe the British political system). The Westminster 

parliament and cabinet is regarded as the centre of power. This conventional view is 

highly elitist and hierarchical.  

 

Yet significant changes have taken place since the end of the Second World War when 

Clement Atlee swept to power heading a reformist Labour Party government (1945-

1951). Three themes may be briefly mentioned - decline of the British Empire, the 

emergence and development of the EU, and a decline in popular support for the respect 

and authority of the Westminster government.  These are just a few of the factors that 

may be seen as spurring the process of change in the British system of governance. 

 

To conclude our aim, the objective of this thesis is to comprehensively analyse the 

process that led to a change in the nature of the Westminster model of government in the 

United Kingdom. As a result that should advocate for the need of a political discourse 

about the changing nature of the British government. Furthermore, the demand for new 

language that would help to fill in the gaps in the map of the changing nature of the 

British government should be advocated. 

 

To achieve these goals, it is necessary to provide a very brief overview of the governance 

debate at the outset.  Thus, the first chapter of this thesis will deal in a theoretical manner 

with the concept of governance (1.1). Thereafter, there will be a short review of the key 

ideas and interpretations made by scholars working in the field of governance (1.2.1-

1.2.5). Nevertheless, this research is not primarily a dissertation on the theoretical nature 

of governance. The key aim in the first chapter is to demonstrate the complex nature of 

the concept of governance within contemporary political theory and applied research. A 

definition of governance as it will be used throughout this thesis shall be elaborated in the 

first chapter (1.2.5). So the first chapter shall primarily clarify the terminology used in 

this paper. 

                                                 
4RICHARDS & SMITH Governance and Public Policy in the UK. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002, 
 p 5 



 

The emperical part of this thesis will use a case study methodology. To test our 

hypothesis we shall use a comparative approach. The methodology shall be based on a 

comparison of the Modern state (characterised by the Westminster model) and Britain 

under the Conservative rule between the years 1979 and 1997 (Era of governance). The 

purpose of the second chapter is therefore to describe the background and context under 

which the notion of governance emerged from – the Modern state (2.1 – 2.3). We 

presume that if we want to demonstrate and prove relevance of the concept of 

governance, we need to confront it first with its predecessor. In our case, what proceeded 

was the Modern state.  

 

The third chapter represents the core section of this research work. This part will analyze 

the factors that resulted in a change in the nature of British government and initiated the 

start of the governance epoch. The evidence presented in the third chapter demonstrates 

the need for a new model of contemporary government in Britain (3.3.1 – 3.3.2.2). 

 

Literature review 

 

The final element to be dealt with here is the literature that has been used throughout this 

work. Since the thesis splits clearly into two parts – the theoretical advocacy of the 

concept of governance (chapter 2) and the practical study of the United Kingdom’s case 

(chapters 2 and 3), the literature used might be divided accordingly. 

 

The key book consulted for this research has been Richards and Smith’s Governance and 

Public Policy in the UK (2002) and its ideas and insights have informed this thesis and 

provided the foundations for many of the arguments put forward. Within the general 

literature on governance and public policy-making in the UK this book has been 

particularly influential and constitutes one of the few definitive works in this field of 

research. All of the other sources consulted are mainly connected to one or other specific 

themes addressed in this research. 

 



In the first theoretical part of this thesis I used works and articles of authors mainly from 

the fields of public administration, political theory and public management. Those 

sources are primary writings of the theorists of governance, i.e. Pierre (2000), Peters 

(1996), Hirst (2000), Rhodes (2000), Pollitt and Bouckaert (2004) etc.. The choice of the 

authors was not random. We have attempted to include as many significant theorists from 

as many different political and cultural backgrounds as possible. Thus, there is the British 

approach represented by Paul Hirst of University of London; the Scandinavian view is 

represented by Professor Jon Pierre of the University of Gothenburg; the Benelux’s 

perception is represented by Professors Christopher Pollitt and Geert Bouckaert of 

Erasmus University, Rotterdam and the Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven respectively.   

Not to omit North America, Professor Peters of University of Pittsburgh is a 

representative of the American stream of public management debate. This should assure 

that the advocacy of governance is not narrow and limited to only one specific 

understanding of the changes in public management and administration in recent years. 

One author from this group of theorists contrasts with the others. Professor Rhodes with 

his differentiated polity model (1.2.3) is undoubtedly one of the leading theorists in the 

field. He is often cited and referred to by other theorists no matter what tradition of public 

administration and policy making they come from. Professor Rhodes is in his writings 

probably the most complex author in the field and his differentiated polity model is the 

most elaborate challenge to the Westminster model, although its influential status might 

be questioned. 

 

The second part of this thesis deals with governance in the United Kingdom. Thus, the 

choice of authors is very much limited to British scholars writing on contemporary 

British politics from various perspectives (Kavanagh (1997), Bulpitt (1986), Gamble 

(1990), Hood (1991), Dobek (1993), Wilson and Barker (1995) etc.). The choice of 

literature consulted was determined by the policy-making domain examined. Some of 

these authors are concerned with theories of British party politics (Gamble), some with 

the Whitehall Model (Wilson, Barker), others with agencies (Hood) and some others 

focus on analysing the practical nature of British Politics (Kavanagh). Certain writings of 

those authors have been published as articles in academic journals such as Political 



Studies, Public Administration, Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory or 

West European Politics. As all these peer-reviewed journals are respected professional 

journals and are therefore important secondary sources for a bachelor thesis.  

 

Several documents have been used also for reference. Those were mainly documents 

published by the various bodies of the British Government such as Treasury, the Prime 

Minister Office, or Efficiency Unit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introducing governance 

 



This chapter shall explain the ambiguous term of governance (1.1) and will also give a 

brief introduction to the governance debate and will moreover present a few selected 

scholars and their approaches to the term (1.2.1-1.2.5). At the end of the overview we 

shall define the term as we will use it in this work (1.2.5). In the very last part of this 

chapter we shall try to place the concept of governance into the British political and 

social context (1.3.1-1.3.3). By adopting this strategy the goal of this chapter is to ease 

the difficulty of applying the governance concept to the British case.  

 

1.1 The Way to Governance 

 

When looking at the British government and society of the nineteenth century we get a 

view of a state dominated by the notion of laissez-faire or liberalism. The government of 

the nineteenth century Britain was limited to maintaining the market economy, property 

and civil rights, and protecting the citizens from external threats5. The general feeling 

pervading early and mid-Victorian Britain was that there should be minimal interference 

of the state in the life of citizens. In summary, citizens in nineteenth century Britain 

supported the idea of “disinterested” government where action was only taken to ensure 

the efficient operation of the market.  This general political orientation seems to have 

stemmed from two main values prevalent within Victorian Britain.  The first was a very 

strong attachment to personal liberty. The second core value is perhaps best described as 

an ingrained sense of pragmatism.6  The picture of the British state at the end of the 

nineteenth century was a state that was comparatively modest in what it did, how much it 

spent, and how many people it employed7. 

 

With the arrival of the new century and especially during the interwar period, the 

Government started to play a much more significant and active role in both the economic 

and social life of the British society. This development was reinforced during the Second 

World War. And the process of state growth thereafter continued during the post-war 
                                                 
5 RICHARDS & SMITH Governance and Public Policy in the UK. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002 
p 49 
6 BIRCH, A. British System of Government. London: Routledge, 1998 p 14  
7 RICHARDS & SMITH Governance and Public Policy in the UK. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002 
p 49 



years. During that time, the state entered new policy domains which it quickly set about 

controlling or regulating. The main interest of the post-war British state was the economy 

and social policy.  

 

But still, we have to bear in mind that in comparison to most continental states Great 

Britain remained a weak-state society8. That means that although the state was extending 

its power, it never reached the strength of the Rechtsstaat in Germany or the power of 

other strong-state societies such as Italy, France or Spain9.   

 

The development of strengthening of the state in the United Kingdom led to the creation 

of a new form of the state and of a new perception of what the state should look like. The 

new image of the state is widely acknowledged as constituting the ‘Modern state’. The 

Modern state, as it developed in the fifties, is a large, bureaucratic organisation that 

governs a bounded territory. The Modern state is a hierarchical and centralized unit 

whose objective is social improvement10. All of these features are defining features of the 

British state between 1945 and 1979. In the case of the British modern state, other 

characteristic features would also be a large public sector workforce, high levels of 

expenditure, and a range of progressive policies in welfare and economy11.  

 

In terms of policy-making, which id s key interest in this work, central government set 

the agenda, all the crucial decisions were made within central government, and officials 

had a central role in policy-making. Policy-making was hierarchical12. The inner 

organisation of the state was very much inspired by the Weberian notion of bureaucratic 

state13 with a strong the civil service concentrated in Whitehall14
. The discourse of the 

                                                 
8 KEATING, M. The Politics of Modern Europe., Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 1999 p 11 
9  Ibid, p 11 
10 RICHARDS & SMITH Governance and Public Policy in the UK. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002  
p 47 
11 Ibid, p 65 
12 Ibid, p 65 
13 Weber presents his definition of modern state in his Politics as a Vacation. He emphasizes three aspects 
of the modern state: its territoriality, its monopoly of the means of physical violence, and its legitimacy. 
Weber’s position is that without social institutions claiming a monopoly of the legitimate use of power 
within a given territory, anarchy would quickly arise. partly taken from Oxford Concise Dictionary of 

Politics   



Modern state (much alike to the discourse of Weberian bureaucratic state) is associated 

with language that includes hierarchy, responsibility, objectivity, homogeneity, 

unilinearity, predictability, and continuity15.   

 

The foregoing discussion leads us to the conclusion that in the Modern state as it emerged 

in Britain it was the Government that was doubtlessly the most significant and powerful 

actor in the policy-making process. The centre of policy formulation and implementation 

was enclosed in the walls of Whitehall. Richards and Smith (2002) adopt Kooiman’s 

decription of governing the modern state as a process of one-way traffic from those 

governing (the Government) to those being governed (society)16.  

 

But, is this still the a relevant and comprehensive account of the contemporary British 

state? Should we still examine the policy-making process and governing in general in 

Britain through the prism of the modern state? Some argue that we should not17. Those 

supporting the concept of governance claim that a new technique of governing has 

developed since the 1980s and has gradually replaced the epoch in which the government 

was the dominant player in the policy-making process. The governance literature 

examines changes in the whole range of spheres which the Government is involved in. 

Where the modern Weberian state is described through words such as hierarchy, 

responsibility, objectivity, homogeneity, unilinearity, predictability, and continuity; the 

contemporary concept of governance stresses heterarchy (networks), diffuse power, 

pluralism, decentralization, fragmentation, a “hollowed-out state” with a segmented 

executive and blurred lines of accountability18. In the following sections, it will be argued 

that the governance approach to politics and policy-making in Britain represents a fruitful 

line of inquiry.         

   

 

                                                                                                                                                 
14 Whitehall – the seat of British government’s departments and of the Civil Service 
15 RICHARDS & SMITH Governance and Public Policy in the UK. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002 
p 29 
16 Ibid, p 3 
17 PIERRE (2000), RHODES (1997), HIRST (1997), KOOIMAN (1993) PETERS (1999) 
18 RICHARDS & SMITH Governance and Public Policy in the UK. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002 
p 33 



1.2 Introducing the governance debate 

 

Perhaps the most significant development in the advanced industrialized democracies 

over the past couple of decades has been the erosion of traditional bases of political 

power19. The political arena has gotten more crowded. The complexity of problems that 

elected governments have been forced to face has unveiled the weaknesses of the 

traditional model of governing. 

 

It has been argued that governments have lost their autonomy in the policy making 

process. This has happened in two key ways. On the one hand, governments were forced 

to give up a part of their autonomy in favour of external actors. On the other hand, there 

was increased popular resistance to being governed to such an extensive degree20. 

Undoubtedly, the political leaders of today can hardly shape the lives of their citizens to 

the same extent as their predecessors. And governance is in a way the result of their 

attempts to adapt to a new environment. Politicians in some countries, especially in the 

United Kingdom, realized that the old tools of steering the wheel of power (the state) 

were not efficient enough anymore and started to look for new ways. The resulting new 

means of governing the state can be labelled as governance.          

 

An alternative way of looking at political institutions is then the main precursor 

underpinning the governance debate since governance can be interpreted as an alternative 

to a form of government where there is extensive control of policy formulation and 

implementation by the state.  

 

One of the problems with the term “governance” is that the concept is still very much 

restricted to academic and elite discourse and it has yet to enter the popular vocabulary of 

politics21. Another key difficulty with this term is the multiplicity of definitions attached 

                                                 
19

PIERRE, J. Introduction: Understanding Governance, in Debating Governance. Pierre, J. (ed.) New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2000 p 1 
20 PETERS, G B. The Future of Governing: Four Emerging Models. Kansas: University Press of Kansas, 
1996 p 1 
21 HIRST, P. Democracy and Governance, in Debating Governance. PIERRE, Jon (ed.) New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2000 p 13 



to it. The diversity of approaches and interpretations of what is meant by governance 

does little to help comprehension as to the nature of the phenomenon itself22.  

 

1.2.1 Heywood’s definition 

 

Heywood defines governance simply as a broader term than government. In his definition 

he identifies the principal modes of governance – markets, hierarchies and networks23. 

Those three principal modes are generally accepted by the participants of the governance 

debate. 

 

The Heywood’s definition is, however, still a bit vague. It can lead again to multiple 

interpretations. ‘Broader term than government’ can be understood by many people in 

many different ways. And it does not really resolve the main difficulty of the term – its 

ambiguity. Still, the principal modes listed by Heywood appear in most approaches.  

 

1.2.2 Constituent elements of governance by Pierre 

 

Swedish political scientist Jon Pierre identifies in his article Governance without 

government? Rethinking public administration (1998) several constituent elements of the 

conception of governance as it has developed over recent years. As he points out, all the 

following elements together are motivated by the inspiration to steer the society through 

less direct means and to weaken the power of the state controlled policy24.  

 

The first element is the importance of networks. Pierre argues that the dominant feature 

of the governance model is the notion that networks have to come to dominate public 

policy. He asserts that policy is being controlled by amorphous collections of actors that 

are not formally policy-making institutions. The real action occurs within the private 

sector. In Pierre’s view this is the result of the loss of legitimacy of the state. State actors 

                                                 
22 RICHARDS & SMITH Governance and Public Policy in the UK. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002 
p 2 
23 HEYWOOD, A.  Politics. New York: Palgrave, 2002 p 6 
24 PIERRE, J. Governance without government? Rethinking public administration. Journal of Public 

Administration Research and Theory, 1998, 4/1/1998 pp 31-40 



in general are excessively clumsy, bureaucratic and path dependent. Whatever the state 

does, it invariably does it poorly, while the private sector is generally more effective25. 

 

Another element he mentions is the progression from control to influence. The concept of 

governance does not imply a totally impotent state. It leads rather to a loss in the capacity 

of the State for direct control and replaces that ability with the capacity for influence26.  

 

The third element is the notion of blending of public and private recourses.  The use of 

networks then naturally results in the blending of public-sector and private sector 

resources. The most common mechanism for this process noted by Pierre, is the creation 

of a more or less formal partnership between actors in government and actors in the 

private sector. As he points out, this may sometimes lead with blending to the creation of 

one single institution27. 

 

The last element of governance listed by Pierre is the use of multiple instruments. The 

acceptance of public-private partnerships for policy-making shows the willingness of the 

government operating within the governance framework to develop alternative means of 

making and implementing policy. 

 

Pierre does not attempt to give a simple generalizing definition. His analysis of 

governance is geared to a broad elaboration of the key features of governance.  Moreover, 

his five constituent elements capture quite well the bases of this phenomenon. 

Heywood’s principal modes of governance can be tracked down in his five elements of 

governance. Although some of his conclusions (e.g. whatever the state does, it does 

poorly, while the private sector is more effective) can be viewed as rather controversial 

and arguable, his approach seems to be very influential within the governance debate.  

 

1.2.3 Rhodes: governing without government 

                                                 
25 PIERRE, J. Governance without government? Rethinking public administration. Journal of Public 

Administration Research and Theory, 1998, 4/1/1998 pp 31-40 
26 Ibid, pp 31-40 
27 Ibid, pp 31-40 



 

R.A.W. Rhodes is undoubtedly one of the most influential contributors to the governance 

debate, a fact that is evident in such simple measures as frequency of reference within 

scholarly deliberations during the last decade. Essentially Rhodes contends that 

governance refers to a new process of governing; or a changed condition of ordered rule; 

or the new method by which society is governed28. He suggests that in the British case, 

‘Governance refers to self-organising, inter-organisational networks characterised by 

interdependence, resource exchange, rules of the game and significant autonomy from the 

state’29.  

 

Alongside his definition of governance, Rhodes identifies six separate uses of the term 

‘governance’: new political economy (the minimal state), corporate governance, new 

public management, ‘good governance’, a socio-cybernetic system, international 

interdependence, self organising networks. 

 

Rhodes is also the author of the differentiated polity model that he puts as an alternative 

way of viewing the British government. Rhodes position is that the Westminster model as 

a characterisation of the British political system is outdated. Consequently, he proposes 

the differentiated polity model as an alternative way of understanding the policy-making 

system in post-Cold War Britain. His differentiated polity model involves emphasis on 

governance, policy networks, a segmented executive, and a hollowed out30 state31.  

 

                                                 
28 RHODES, R. A. W. , Governance and Public Administration, in Debating Governance, Pierre, Jon (ed.) 
Oxford University Press, New York, 2000 p 54  
29 RICHARDS & SMITH Governance and Public Policy in the UK. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002 
p 17 (Rhodes, 1997:15) 
30 A radical aspect of Rhodes’ differentiated polity. Hollowed out state suggests that the central 
government’s authority and power have been reduced by privatization, market testing, creation of quangos, 
agencies, etc. and by the supranational institutions, i.e. IMF, WB, Europe etc. 
31 For more see Rhodes Behind Westminster and Whitehall. London: Unwin-Hyman.1988 Reprinted 
Routledge, 1992 



Rhodes is probably one of the most independent writers in the area and he very much 

determines the pace of the governance debate. His interpretation of the changing nature 

of the British government is likely to be one of the most comprehensive32.      

    

1.2.4 Hirst’s five versions of ‘governance’  

 

Paul Hirst claims that however ambiguous the term governance is, most of the meanings 

cluster around a post-political search for effective regulation and accountability. He 

argues that most of the usages of governance signal a situation which poses either a real 

threat to the conventional forms of democratic government or at least a severe 

challenge33.  

 

He lists five main areas where the term is used. The first use is ‘good governance’ a term 

primarily associated with the field of economic development. ‘Good governance’ relates 

to the need for creating such institutions that can be underpinned by appropriate laws, 

social institutions, and values. ‘Good governance’ means creating an effective political 

framework conducive to private economic action – stable regimes, the rule of law, 

efficient and adaptable state administration, and encouraging a strong civil society 

independent of state34. 

 

The second area where the term is used is the field of international institutions and 

regimes. Typical examples refer to issues such as large-scale environmental problems 

like global warming and ozone depletion, the regulation of world trade and international 

                                                 
32 The differentiated polity model challenges the Westminster model’s factual accuracy and theoretical 
interpretations to its fundaments. In his words “Differentiated polity has four advantages. First, it identifies 
important factual weaknesses in the Westminster narrative by identifying key changes in UK government 
and politics. Secondly, It poses distinctive questions about UK government and politics. Thirdly, it 
identifies key theoretical problems confronting policy making and implementation in the 1980s and 1990s. 
Fourthly, it opens the analysis of UK government and politics...It is a way of finding ‘new, better, more 
interesting, more fruitful ways of speaking’ about UK government and politics” extract from Introduction 

to Rhodes, R. A. W., (ed) United Kingdom Volume I.    
33 HIRST, P. Democracy and Governance, in Debating Governance. PIERRE, Jon (ed.) New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2000  p 13 
34 Ibid, p 14 



financial markets, and a variety of issues ranging from developing common accounting 

standards to stemming the international trade in illegal drugs35. 

 

Corporate governance is another sphere where is the term extensively used. Hirst argues 

that this concept is primarily an Anglo-Saxon concern resulting from the highly dispersed 

shareholdings in both American and British companies and an active stock market on one 

hand, and a permanent professional management on the other. Corporate governance here 

represents the wish to improve the accountability and transparency of the actions of 

managements, but without fundamentally altering the basic structure of firms36.  

 

The fourth use of the term is connected with the emergence of the new public 

management strategies. Those combine the privatisation of publicly owned industries and 

public services with introduction of commercial practices and management styles within 

the public sector37.  

 

Hirst’s final use of the term governance relates to the practices of coordinating activities 

through networks, partnerships, and deliberative forums. He claims that this is to be 

found at micro- and mezzo- level in cities, regions, and industrial sectors. The actors 

involved include: labour unions, trade associations, firms, NGOs, local authority 

representatives, social entrepreneurs and community groups38. 

 

Hirst analyses the use of the term throughout various fields and disciplines (economy, 

international organisations, business administration and public administration). For the 

purposes of this dissertation the final two domains of usage, elaborated by Hirst, would 

seem to be of most interest.  

 

1.2.5 Richards and Smith’s interpretation of governance 
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Richards and Smith state that governance is a concept which tries to make sense of the 

changing nature of the state over the last thirty years39. Their formal definition is:  

 

‘Governance is a descriptive label that is used to highlight the changing nature of the 

policy process in recent decades. In particular, it sensitizes us to the ever-increasing 

variety of terrains and actors involved in the making of public policy. Thus, governance 

demands that we consider all the actors and locations beyond the ‘core executive’ 

involved in the policy-making process.’
40

 

 

The definition of Richards and Smith is the definition of governance that we will lean on 

most heavily throughout this work. Hence, their definition best portrays the basic notion 

of governance as it shall be adopted here where governance refers to a new way of 

policy-making in society. Such a new way of governing society as is understand here 

used throughout this text is comprised of the results of the New Right reforms (3.1-3.1.1 

and 3.3.1-3.3.2.2) closely connected with the notion of rolling back the state, 

managerialism in the public sector (3.3.2.2), privatisation (3.3.2.1) and 

internationalisation. As a result, governance often means making a decision in which the 

government (deliberately or not) may not play a leading role or for that matter any role at 

all.    

 

 

 

1.3 Governance in the British political and social context and practice 

 

To understand the concept of governance in general it is maybe best to go back and look 

at what system of public policy-making preceded it. Through a thorough examination of 

the preceding state and contrasting it with the concept of governance we will be in a 

better position to present the idea of governance. For this purpose we will adopt the 

Richards and Smith’s division of recent British political history into three eras of 
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development – Era of Government – Era of Governance (that we are interested in) – 

Joined up government41. 

 

1.3.1 Era of Government 

 

In the post-WWII years, the generally accepted interpretation of government was that it 

was the government who was the key player in the decision making process as well as in 

the implementation of agreed policies. Government of the 40s and 50s possessed all the 

political power to dominate the political arena. It was time of greatest general optimism 

about government’s capacity to resolve social problems42. The important part of that was 

the consensus politics of the welfare state. Consequently, Richards and Smith label then 

this period as the era of government43. They claim that at that time the British politics 

seemed to be a relatively uncomplicated activity.  

 

The era of British politics can be characterised as an age of the omnipresent, powerful 

and centralized Government. Governing was the sole prerogative of government business 

with clear links of competence, responsibility, accountability and authority.  

 

An important and inseparable feature of that period is the Westminster model of 

government. As we described in the Introduction, a system that builds up on sovereign 

parliament, free and fair election that gives the accountability to the executive that 

possesses a clear majority control over the parliament, strong central government and 

non-political civil servants. 44.   

 

1.3.2 Era of Governance 
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The Westminster model view of British politics started to change from the late 1970s 

onwards. More and more players started to emerge and play an active role in the policy 

making process as well as in the implementation of policies. The boundaries between the 

public sector and the private sector start to penetrate one another. As a result, the margins 

of what constituted government started to be blurred leading in a sense to a departure 

from the basic tenets of the Westminster model. Government loses its exclusive position 

in policy making and governing the state. It was seen to become just one of the players in 

the policy making arena.  

 

Thus the era of governance succeeded the era of government. Governing has become a 

shared process of exchange and negotiation involving many actors45. Was the descriptive 

tool for the era of government the Westminster model, some argue the Rhodes’s 

differentiated polity model might be the reflection of the era of governance.  

 

1.3.3 Joined-up government  

 

Our interest in this work lies in the era of governance, but we also have to mention what 

seems to be the successive way of governing. Joined-up government can be seen as a sort 

of reaction of the Labour governments to the biggest challenge presented by governance 

– the inability of elected governments to control and coordinate policy across all of 

Whitehall46. In general, this can be understood as an attempt to restore the power of 

government at least in some areas and resurrect strong central control from Downing 

Street. 

 

To what extent the project of ‘Joined-up government’ will be successful it is still far too 

early to judge. Many of the proposals are still only on paper and others have been 

implemented recently. This is also one of the reasons why we are interested 

predominantly in the era of governance which as a period restricted in the matter of time 

and already finished gives us a firmer ground for observation.    
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This adaptation of the Smith and Richards’s (2002) basic thesis shall clarify the place of 

governance in the British political context. By outlining what preceded the emergence of 

governance as both an idea and system of public policy-making puts us in a better 

position to demonstrate why the governance concept has application to the British case.  

This research strategy would seem to offer greater advantages than an extended 

theoretical discussion. 

.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. British Modern State 

 

Introduction  

 



In this work we are primarily interested in the changes that the British state and its 

government underwent during the 1980s and 1990s. This of course raises the question as 

to why it is so important to explain the nature of the modern state? Understanding the 

administrative reform requires understanding the traditional model of governance that 

forms a backdrop against which attempts of reform must be viewed47. I am positive that 

we need to look at the modern state in a little more in detail in order to portray more 

clearly the changing nature of the British politics and capture the evolution from 

government to governance. This line of reasoning is perhaps clearer if we borrow for one 

moment the analogy of new models of car.  A little thought reveals that for the average 

motorist there is likely to be nothing new or revolutionary on a new car as long as it is not 

put next to the old one, where in effect both models are put to the test. In a similar vein, 

we cannot really see the change that governance has brought to British politics unless we 

mirror it in contrast to the proceeding epoch – the concept of modern state. 

 

2.1 Defining Modern State 

 

This chapter is not meant to be primarily an overview of competing theories of the state 

(of which the concept of modern state is one). For our purposes, it shall be adequate 

rather to look purely at the nature of British state in the post World War II. era and to 

examine the essential features of the British modern state – the Westminster model and 

the Whitehall model. Both of which overlapped the field of British politics and through 

successful ‘export’ to the colonies became models that can be find elsewhere and are 

occurring in many countries all over throughout the World (and so a matter of interest not 

only of British politics scholars).   

 

Regardless, we do not want to go deeply into state theories; we shall adopt a definition of 

state and clearly define what we understand by the term of modern state. A reason to do 

so is that the term modern state was coined and used for describing state structure as far 

back as the sovereign states emerging after the 30-Years War in Western Europe. What 
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we do understand by modern state here is a form of state much younger. The modern 

state we are talking about has its roots in the mid-nineteenth century and such state 

structure is now in existence through much of the developed world. However, as we will 

demonstrate later on in the next chapter, the era of modern state has been rather short, as 

the key features of the modern state were already questioned by the 1970s48.  

 

The definition of the state that we shall use is Heywood’s definition identifying six 

features of the state: The state exercises sovereignty, state institutions are recognisably 

‘public’, it possesses fixed institutional structures, the state is a territorial association, the 

state is an exercise in legitimacy (its decisions are binding on its citizens), and finally the 

state is an instrument of domination.  

 

Those features embraced in Heywood’s definition can be identified (to a lesser or greater 

extent) in modern states all over the globe. However, we shall remember that there is 

always a space for regional variations and specificities that are rooted in the local 

political culture and history.  

 

To conclude, as far as the definition is concerned, the modern state is viewed as an entity 

made up of bureaucratic institutions that exercise power within an enclosed territory. In 

such concept, however different levels of government can occur; the national level still 

plays the key role. Hierarchy and centralisation are also two important and vital notions 

behind the modern state. And lastly, an aspect that can be observed in almost all modern 

states is a range of social and welfare policies. Those were developed in the post-war 

period with the aim to ensure and maintain social improvement and progress and are the 

key characteristics of European modern states.   

2.1.1 The Significance of the Modern State 

 

A fair question at this stage is what is the importance of the modern state? Richards and 

Smith offer us two answers to such question: 
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The first importance of the modern state is that the development of the state and its 

growth have shaped and transformed the nature of political power. The modern state has 

tremendous resources in terms of legitimacy, force, the ability to raise revenue (and so 

reallocate huge resources within the economy and the social strata of the society), and a 

professional bureaucracy which have been unavailable at other times or in other types of 

organisation. Therefore, nearly all social relations within civil society are either mediated 

through or regulated by the state49. 

 

Secondly, the modern state has become the primary means through which collective/ 

public goods are delivered. Before the modern state, public goods such as civil order, 

education or a clean environment were either provided by private organisations, markets 

and the voluntary sector, or not at all. (For instance, armies were provided by barons, not 

the central state.) The modern state controlled, either directly or indirectly, the provision 

of most public goods50. And it was only upon the decision of the ruling government and 

its representatives how those provisions should be allocated and what priorities should be 

stressed and followed.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Modern State and the British School 

 

Now we have briefly discussed the modern state as a general phenomenon, we shall look 

closely on the British case. During the twentieth century, we can observe a growth of the 
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British state in its all aspects. The growth of the British state was a reaction to a complex 

set of interweaving factors. The most significant of those factors were industrialisation, 

concerns about public health, urbanisation (and the wide scale of problems connected 

with that), and constantly developing bureaucracy. The cardinal collateral developments 

were: 

 

• The introduction of a range of social, health and educational legislation that 

expanded the role of the state within these sectors (to an extent not seen before) 

• Growing public expenditure (and thus growing power of the state) 

• The growth of the bureaucratic machinery 

• The development of collectivist ideas through the dissemination of the ideas of 

political thinkers such as Marx, Engels, and Weber as a response to the increasing 

complexity of the society undergoing an industrial revolution51.    

 

2.2.1. Westminster Model  

 

The modern state in the United Kingdom is, besides the general features mentioned 

above, very much connected with the Westminster model of government. The 

Westminster model is a concept that has dominated the studies of British politics over 

decades. In short, this concept explains British government as a unified, homogenous 

entity. The core assumption of the model is that all legitimacy comes from sovereign 

parliament. The ever stressed Parliament sovereignty and legitimacy through 

representation were two aspects that have in reality justified the very often closed and 

elitist system of government.  

 

 

2.2.2 British School of Politics 

 

The concept of Westminster model is the key concept of the so called British School of 

Politics. In their conception, understanding British politics meant primarily understanding 
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the functioning of British parliamentary government52. And the understanding of how 

British government works was again closely connected to the interpretation of British 

history by Whig historians53.  

 

Whig approach emphasized the continuity which British institutions had enjoyed since 

Glorious Revolution of 1688. Britain’s long-term success in maintaining economic 

advancement ahead of the other great powers, overseas expansion and political stability 

was credited to the excellence of British political institutions. The success of political 

institutions and the political system in general were seen by the Whig historians as the 

foundation of the economic and colonial successes. Specifically, it was the 

responsiveness of British institutions to new demands and pressures that was so highly 

praised by those who supported the Whig interpretation. In general, British political 

system was regarded as a unique political system whose success was even more 

admirable as it had first emerged in an agricultural society dominated by the landed 

gentry and was gradually adapted to cope with the very different requirements of an 

industrial society and popular sovereignty54. All this had happened without any bigger 

political turmoil or public disorder. The development was gradual, nevertheless 

progressive and, as it benefited the British society, the development was stressing the 

conservative position that any progress should be evolutionary rather than revolutionary.     

 

What was celebrated (by Britons) and sometimes admired (by outsiders from the 

continent) was the practical wisdom seemingly embodied in Britain’s constitutional 

arrangements, a quality demonstrated by the continuity of British institutions which was 

in sharp contrast to the interruptions and disorders common elsewhere.  

 

It was the Westminster model that was marked by Whig historians as the essence of this 

great success of British politics. Those historians praised the general principle that 
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parliaments might do as they pleased. In Westminster system, interpreted by Whig 

historians, Parliament was both sovereign and representative. It was independent of the 

people and its members were representatives not delegates. All other branches of the state 

were subordinated to it. All central institutions of British government were a machinery 

at the parliament majority’s disposal.55. That was the British politics through the prism of 

the Whig interpretation.  

    

The apparent success of British institutions in adapting to the demands of mass 

democracy was reflected in the ascendancy in the 1950s of the liberal democratic 

perspective, a clear descendant of its Whig forerunner. The Westminster model of 

parliament and Cabinet government were still at the heart of this perspective56. It seemed 

that not so much had changed (at least as far as the academics were concerned).   

 

2.2.2 Whitehall model 

 

An inseparable inner body of the Westminster model in the United Kingdom57(as a 

characterisation of the British modern state) is then the Whitehall model. What the 

Westminster model means for interpreting the British government, Whitehall model 

means for interpreting the political-bureaucratic relations. Although the Whitehall model 

sometimes stays in the shadow of Westminster model, it has been widely influential 

behind the scope of British political science. Mentioning the characteristics of the 

Whitehall model helps us to demonstrate the changes in the British politics, as the 

Whitehall of the 1950s very much differs from the Whitehall of the 1990s. The Whitehall 

model rested on six major principles as listed by Wilson and Baker:  

 

First, the higher civil service should be a profession (entrants should be recruited by 

competitive examination who expected to remain within it for their working lives). Like 
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other professions it was to a high degree self-governing. Most decisions on professional 

advancement were made by other civil servants, not by politicians.  

 

Second, the civil service would be permanent. Civil servants would not be moved or 

replaced after a change of government, and new ministers would nearly always be 

expected to work with the officials, inherited from their predecessor – even if he or she 

was from a different political party.  

 

Third, politicians would be allowed almost no appointments or patronage.  

 

Fourth, the higher bureaucracy would be composed of generalists rather than technical 

experts. Higher civil servants would have a humanist rather than a technical education, 

would be given little formal training in service and would be moved quite rapidly from 

one post to another.  

 

Fifth, the civil Service would maintain at least a thick veneer of unity.  

 

Finally, in return for giving politicians their best and honest advice, civil servants would 

be protected by politicians from direct criticism and scrutiny. Ministers, not civil servants 

would be politically accountable, and would accept the blame58. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

To conclude (2.1-2.2.2), for our purposes of demonstrating the change in the way Britain 

is being governed we have attempted to describe the British modern state and its two key 

features – the Westminster and Whitehall models. The picture depicted above is a general 
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perception of the British state and its politics in the second half of the 20th Century. Now, 

before moving on to the time of governance, we shall shortly look at the issues which led 

to the need of modifying and rebuilding the way Britain has been governed.  

 .      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Modern State Challenged 

 

Introduction 

 



We characterised the modern state as hierarchical, centralised, territorially bound and 

omnipresent. Many of these features could be identified in the British state between 1945 

and 1979. During this period, the modern British state did take on many functions; 

perhaps more importantly, policy-making was often closed, secretive, and elitist. The 

government was undoubtedly the most powerful and important actor in the policy 

process. It is from this perspective that we can label the period from 1945 to 1970s as an 

‘era of Government’ in which there was a high concentration of state powers59. 

 

The question we want to follow in the Chapter III. is to what extent both the system of 

government and state powers have eroded from 1970s to the present during the era of 

governance. But before we can definitely proceed to our question, we shall shortly 

analyse why the crisis of the 1970s came about. 

 

The picture of a successfully acting government started to change in the 1970s. Political 

crises of the 1970s and the Thatcher governments of the 1980s brought events and 

influences that started to change the way the British political system worked and 

consequently was perceived by the academicians. 

 

In 1970s Britain was no longer an imperial power and was beset by problems, 

particularly poor economic performance and the renewal of sectarian conflict in Ulster. 

Repeated failure to find solutions to these problems cast doubt on the effectiveness and 

adequacy of Britain’s political institutions60. The perceived crisis in the Keynesian 

welfare state created a political vacuum which breathed life into an alternative political 

project for the state, based on a liberal democratic agenda which was subsequently 

augmented under the auspices of Thatcherism61.    

 

2.3.1 The ungovernable state: the overload thesis 
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The scholars of governance would see the main moving factors of the crisis through the 

concept of the overload thesis. The concept of overload first appeared in 1975: in the US, 

Michael Crozier’s The Crisis of Democracy; in the UK, in Tony King’s ‘Overload: 

Problems of Governing in the 1970s’. The key theme of the overload thesis was the 

assumption that since the 1940s there had been in Western democracies a clearly 

identifiable rise in public expectations of what government could provide for its citizens. 

It was argued that, inevitably, governments had failed to deliver on many of these 

expectations or demands, which in turn had resulted in a serious decline of public 

confidence in government62.  

 

The core of the overload argument is relatively simple: 

 

During the post-war period there was an ever-increasing tendency by the state to 

intervene in all areas of political life – economy, civil society, etc. The gradual expansion 

of the power of state was happening with general approval by the public. The public 

sought a more active state that would prevent a bigger social turmoil such as the one that 

preceded the WW II. As long as the state would guarantee stability, the people were 

willing to let it grow.    

 

As the reach of the state spread ever wider, this resulted in the politisation of more and 

more areas of social and economic life in Britain. 

 

The central effect was creating an environment in which society had ever-increasing 

expectations of what government should and could deliver. 

 

This, in part, could be demonstrated by the rapid increase in pressure groups in the post-

war period, each with their own sectional interests and all laying claims at the door of 

government. 
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The effect of this was to create a political market place for votes. Political parties, who, 

though general elections, are in the business of competing for the individual votes of 

members of pressure groups, make more and more promise to satisfy their various 

demands. This creates an environment in which the state inexorably grows. 

 

The result is that the social democratic model led to political overload, ungovernability 

and financial crisis. The state had over-stretched itself63. 

 

Conclusion 

 

To conclude (2.3), the traditional system of administration persisted for decades and on 

the whole was extremely successful. It fought several world wars, produced and 

administered a massive expansion of social programs, instituted large-scale economic 

management for the public sector64. But still, in the 1970s and 1980s a need for 

rethinking of governance emerged.  The overload thesis provided a powerful critique of 

the consensus politics of the post-war era (and so well served to those advocating the 

need for a radical change). An alternative was needed to fill the ideological vacuum 

created by the delegitimisation of the existing orthodoxy – the modern state with its over-

proliferated welfare state. Under Margaret Thatcher, elements within the Conservative 

party sought an alternative agenda that could offer an alternative approach to running the 

state now involved in wide areas of social and economic life.  

 

Thus, when elected in 1979, those on the New Right (3.1) within the Conservative Party 

used the notion of political, social, and economic crisis, perceived or otherwise, to justify 

an ideological programme to transform what they regarded as an overextended state. For 

the neo-liberal wing of the Conservative party, the solution to overload was a clear set of 

responses: reduce the size of the state, combat inflation not unemployment, disengage 

from economy, and cut direct taxes. Demands of the electorate would thus be shifted 
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away from the state to elsewhere, most notably the marketplace, in order to satisfy 

expectations. 

 

It is the growth of the New Right and its alternative political project for the state that had 

the ambition to fill the vacuum left by the failing Keynesian welfare state, which we 

examine in the next part of this paper. 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Case study: The Conservatives years and the reform of the state 1979-

1997 

 

Introduction 



 

In the previous two parts we have analysed the theoretical base of the concept of 

governance followed by an account of the state of affairs that immediately preceded the 

era of governance – the modern state. We ended by a short account of criticisms of the 

Keynesian welfare state that emerged in the 1970s. We highlighted in particular the 

notion of the British state being ungovernable that criticised the existing system of 

governance. 

    

In time, the notion of ungovernability raised interest and reaction in a wide public. Many 

started to believe that government had become overextended and was unable to fulfil 

successfully its countless commitments. The notion led, slowly and gradually, to 

deligitimising of the orthodoxy surrounding the Keynesian welfare state. This in turn 

created a political vacuum65. What is meant by political vacuum is that there lay 

problems and challenges that suddenly no one seemed to have clear answers to. This 

political vacuum was eventually filled by the New Right. The neo-conservatives already 

possessed the intellectual authority, now they were also provided by the political space to 

launch a counterattack.  

 

In this chapter, we shall focus on the alternative agenda that came from the Right and that 

seemed to be the only complex alternative to Keynesian welfare state at the end of 1970s. 

We shall look at the growth of the New Right, their intellectual origins, their approach to 

public administration and their view of the way the state should be steered. We shall also 

in a bit more detail look at the reforms that the Conservative governments of the 1980s 

and 1990s put into practice with the hope of realisation of their concept of the state. We 

shall try to assess the impact of those reforms on the British state. 

3.1 The Rise of the New Right 
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The term ‘New Right’ was first attached to a group of monetarists from Chicago 

University, who were inspired by the writings of three eminent economic and political 

thinkers – Friederich von Hayek66, Robert Nozick67, and Milton Friedman68. 

From the 1950s onwards, there was a significant growth of the New Right think tank in 

Britain. In their goals they sought to change the opinion climate in Britain, away from the 

prevalent discourse on collectivism. Such groups included the Institute of Economic 

Affairs, the Centre for Policy Studies, the Adam Smith Institute, the Social Affairs Unit, 

and the Social Market Foundation69. However the ideas of Friedman, Nozick and Hayek 

had a certain reasoned hold within the Conservative party, they still stood outside the 

political mainstream and had little resemblance to the party’s manifestos during the 

1950s, 60s, and 70s.  

 

This started to change in 1970s with the growth of the economic problems that besieged 

Britain. Particularly, Enoch Powell and Keith Joseph70 began to explicitly push for New 

Right economic ideas. It is mainly to their credit that some, however not many, of the 

ideas appeared in the proposed economic policies in the 1970 Conservative Party 

manifesto71.   
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It was only with the failure of the Heath Government of 1970-74 to solve the cardinal 

problems of the economy and to control the unions that unmodified New Right thinking 

begin to have an increasing influence amongst people like David Howell, Keith Joseph, 

Geoffrey Howe, and Margaret Thatcher72. When in 1975 Thatcher became leader of the 

Opposition (replacing Ted Heath), monetarist and New Right thinking had a much more 

consistent impact on party policy than anytime before. To a large extent, this was a 

response to the perceived failure of the Heath era. 

 

At that time, there was a complementary set of arguments put forward by New Right 

economists. Their so called crowding-out argument73 presumes that (as listed by Richards 

and Smith): 

 

- It is only the private sector which engages in the creation of financial capital, 

making of economic wealth 

- It is only the marketplace that engages in the production of goods and services 

from which a profit is made. 

- The public sector is financed by the state through direct or indirect taxation in 

order to provide goods and services free at the point of delivery. 

- As such, the public sector is dependent on the wealth generated by the private 

sector in order to finance its activities. 

- Hence, the public sector acts as a parasite on the back of the private sector. 

 

For the New Right, the solutions were, at least theoretically, obvious. The state needed to 

take on a much lesser role in society. It should turn its focus on ensuring law and order, 

protecting or defending the realm of the nation, concentrating on providing a minimum 

welfare net for those who could not provide for themselves, and, finally, create an 

environment in which the free market could flourish. All those aspirations had one 

significant opponent (as seen by the New Right) - the Civil Service. The New Right 
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argued that the Civil Service was too attached to notions of ‘big government’ and so 

would actively prevent the New Right and monetarists solutions. 

 

At the end of the story about the rise of New Right, we should not forget to mention one 

important problematic aspect of monetarism. The term monetarism became a bit tricky by 

the mid 1970s. It was not a coherent theory anymore. There were at least five different 

economic schools – the Gradualists, the Austrians, the New Classical Macroeconomists, 

the International Monetarism, and the Supplysiders – that possessed some ‘monetarist’ 

themes74. The connection among these schools was that all of them stated that there was a 

systematic relationship between the supply of money and the price level75. Also 

alternative names had been given to the notion i.e. John Burton rather uses the term ‘new 

liberalism’ than ‘New Right’76. Nevertheless, the three areas the term covers in his view 

are very much alike to those we identified as New Right – liberal solutions to specific 

social-economic problems, libertarian values and positive economics in microeconomics.   

 

Thatcher Administration obliged with its ‘moral force’ monetarism: its constant stress on 

the benefits to be gained from a revival of the free market, individual initiative, rolling 

back the boundaries of the state, public expenditure cuts, and, most importantly, the 

defeat of inflation77.  

 

 

 

 

3.1.1 Public Choice Model and New Right view of bureaucracy 
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As we have mentioned before, the view of how bureaucracy should work and should run 

the state was one of the keystones of the New Right. Thus, we shall shortly explain the 

New Right’s postulates concerning bureaucracy. 

 

The New Right assumption was that bureaucrats are from their nature utility maximizers. 

In other words, civil servants are primarily concerned with their own self-interests rather 

than the public good78. This was the position of advocates of the so called public-choice 

theory whose origins stem from the United States and is associated with authors such as 

Downs (1957) and Niskanen (1971).  

 

Initial public choice arguments suggested that powerful bureaucrats maximize their 

department budgets, in order to serve their own personal preferences. Through 

maximizing their department budgets they provide themselves with greater security, 

prestige, income, and influence79. This can be translated that officials do not serve the 

interests and goals of politicians but instead maximize their own interests, and in so doing 

provide goods and services at a higher price than the private sector. Moreover, officials, 

relieved of the discipline of the market, continually over-staff and overspend, without any 

direct or indirect control from politicians or taxpayers respectively80.  

 

During the mid-1970s, the public-choice critique of Whitehall found its home in New 

Right think tanks such as the Institute of Economic Affairs and Centre for Policy Studies. 

The key political figure that identified himself with the public-choice arguments among 

the Conservative politicians was Keith Joseph (more in 3.1.2.3.). His prescription and 

reaction to the public-choice critique of Whitehall was the need for a series of reforms 

whose aim should be to restrain bureaucracy’s budget-expanding tendencies – in effect, 

rolling back the state. 
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Next, we shall look at the philosophical background of the New Right. This should help 

us to better comprehend the nature of the reforms carried out by the Conservatives that 

will be dealt with later on in part 3.3. 

 

3.1.2 The philosophical background – Neo-liberalism vs. neo-conservatism 

  

As most of the ideas of the New Right that dramatically influenced the form, character 

and content of the reforms of the 1980s and 1990s were nourished largely outside the 

official Conservative Party machinery and the Conservative Research Department, it 

seems essential to look at the philosophical background of the ideas and where they 

originally came from81. 

 

The two fatal sources of the ideas were the economical neo-liberalism and the reassertion 

of neo-conservatism under the chief influence of the conservative philosopher Roger 

Scruton. So we shall shortly present the key positions of those two separate notions that 

are often mixed together (3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2). Then we shall shortly talk about the 

importance of think tanks in forming and popularizing those positions of neo-liberalism 

and neo-conservatism (3.1.2.3). 

 

3.1.2.1 Neo-liberalism and neo-liberal view of the state 

 

The key ideas of the canon of neo-liberalism were that the free market and the principles 

of laissez-faire economics shall be reasserted. The individual liberty and freedom shall be 

maximized through the notion of ‘rolling back the state from the economy’. Neo-

liberalism strongly believed that inflation, not unemployment, was the major problem of 

the British economy (monetarism). Also, neo-liberalism promoted the idea of cutting 

back of the welfare state82.  
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Those precepts are logical components of the neo-liberal view of the state. Neo-liberals 

are inherently suspicious of the state. They strongly advocate what is referred to as a 

‘minimalist role for the state’. This minimalist role for the state should include the 

importance of individual liberty (when it is assumed that greater freedom naturally means 

greater innovation and progress). Neo-liberals see free markets as crucial for social 

coordination. In their view, planned societies are less free (they involve social 

engineering – but social engineering in whose interests?). Also, the neo-liberal minimalist 

state sees social justice carried out by the state as inherently unfair (the notion that certain 

individuals enjoy rewards they do not deserve). The argument could be developed that 

the state money does not exist. Any money that are being redistribute by the state in the 

name of social justice are money of active citizens that had to earn them to be then given 

by the state to those who did not bothered.  Last important point is that they believe that 

state power can be unfairly monopolized (interest groups are granted special treatment ie. 

unions)83.   

 

3.1.2.2 Neo-conservatism 

 

Neo-conservatism within the Conservative Party was advocated by a wing of the party 

that can be closely connected with pressure groups such as Mary Whitehouse’s National 

Viewers’ and Listeners’ Association and the anti-abortion lobby. Intellectually it was 

closely connected with the Salisbury Group and its journal, the Salisbury Review. The 

prominent thinker of British neo-conservatism has been the philosopher Roger Scruton84. 

 

The principles of neo-conservatism are: 

 

- a centrally imposed morel authoritarianism by the state enforcing a return to 

traditional values of the family 

- the reassertion of the values of respect, discipline, and morel decency 

- the dismantling of the welfare state and the ‘dependency culture’ 
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- the assertion and promoting of the institution of the patriarchal nuclear family 

- the defense of the values of patriotism, nationalism, British identity, and ‘the 

British way of life’ 

- the restoration of social hierarchy and tradition 

(Source: Richards and Smith 2002)    

 

3.1.2.3 Neo-liberal think tanks as the proponents of the New Right ideas 

 

As we already mentioned before the ideas of the New Right did not come from the bosom 

of the Conservative Party itself. It was the newly formed think tanks that started to 

promote and popularized the New Right ideas and thus helped to change slowly the clime 

in the British society. 

 

From the mid-1950s, a number of neo-liberal think tanks were established on the 

periphery of the Conservative Party. From the very beginning, the right-wing oriented 

think tanks were mostly advocating free market liberalism. The key political figure was 

Sir Keith Joseph; the original thinkers were Friedrich von Hayek and Milton Friedman. 

The role of think tanks in the subsequent offensive of the New Right was enormous. At 

the end, it was Hayek himself in his essay on ‘Intellectuals and Socialism’ (1949) who 

had stressed the importance of ideas and of the role of authors, academics, journalists, 

and teachers in shaping the climate of opinion85. Indeed, he was advocating already in 

1949 the importance of think tanks that were to be established in the years to come. 

 

The New Right think-tanks and lobbies sought to change the prevailing climate of 

opinion in Britain, in particular to overturn the dominant collectivist ideas and promote 

more market orientated policies. They included such groups as the Institute of Economic 

Affairs (IEA); the Centre for Policy Studies (CPS) founded by Keith Joseph had the 

closest relationship with Thatcherite policy86; the Adam Smith Institute (ASI) that was 

established in 1977 and whose main interest lied in public policy-making; the Social 
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Affairs Unit (SAU); and the Social Market Foundation (SMF). Many of those groups 

turned to their counterparts in the USA for ideas and tactics87.  

 

The differences among the various think tanks were in their interests as well as 

campaigning styles. For example, the IEA was mainly interested in the public sector. On 

the other side, the CPS and ASI were primarily focused on the policy implementation88. 

Nevertheless, still there were many close personal links between the groups which helped 

the creation of more of less homogenous front. Kavanagh calls this unofficial and 

uninstitutionalized front of the think tanks ‘a free enterprise solar system’. 

 

It has been no secrete that the Conservative’s Research Department that was led between 

the years 1974 and 1979 by Christopher Patten was not keen to accept the new thinking. 

Kavanagh notes that the relationships were rather tense specially with CPS.        

 

3.1.2.3.1 The Institute of Economic Affairs 

 

The Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA) was probably the most established among the 

New Right think-tanks. By many, IEA had the most influential role on the Conservative 

Party during the 1980s and 1990s from the external influences89. The IEA was founded as 

a ‘research and educational trust’ to study the role of markets and pricing in allocating 

resources and registering preferences90. The creator was a businessman Antony Fisher, 

however it was run by Arthur Seldon and Ralph Harris. Their central believe was that the 

case for the free market would be enhanced more effectively by shaping opinion in the 

educational and academic world first.  

 

Its 500 papers published during its 40 years of existence and its influential and 

acknowledged monthly journal, Economic Affairs started in 1980, made from the IEA 
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one of the most influential opinion former in the United Kingdom. By 1979 the IEA was 

firmly established as the intellectual home of free markets, economic liberalism, and 

monetarism in Britain. Its importance also resides in the fact that IEA has been a 

prototype for other free-market think-tanks. Its special contribution is that through 

publishing Hayek’s work (who was not as skilful in publicizing his own ideas as Milton 

Friedman for example was) in 1970s, the IEA played an important part in reviving 

interest in his work91. 

 

In the 1970s only a minority of British economists – including Harry Johnson, Alan 

Walters, and Brian Griffiths at the London School of Economics, David Laidler and 

Michael Parkin, then at Manchester, and Patrick Minford at Liverpool – challenged 

Keynes’s ascendancy. The IEA provided the minority with support and managed to 

gather the few under one roof and so give them more significant and influential position. 

Lastly, we should mention that the IEA’s greater interest in the problems of micro- rather 

than macroeconomics also brought the ideas of the public-choice school (3.1.1) to a 

wider British audience92. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In sum (3.1.1-3.1.2.3.1), in the 1980s there were two distinctive groups that may very 

well claim to be the agents of ‘New Right’.  One would be the proponents of the free 

market centred on various think tanks. Those would be mainly professional economists 

sometimes active politicians. The other group was centred on the academics and 

journalists who were associated with the Salisbury Review
93

. The main proponent of 

those Roger Scruton in his The Meaning of Conservatism expresses the differences. They 

rejected the idea of free market and stood for the authority of the state. Some supporters 

of Scruton’s ideas gathered in Peterhouse School of Conservatism. Thou, we do not 

identify with their positions expressed in the above publication, it is necessary to mention 
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that the term of New Right and who it is represented by, is not without certain 

controversy.  

 

To close this part on the rise of New Right (3.1) we may also mention something that 

played an important role in the rise and is not often pay attention to by commentators. 

The offices of the new right think tanks and groups were spread on a few square miles in 

Westminster. They were laid close to Parliament, Fleet Street, and the Conservative Party 

headquarters. The usual lunches at the IEA and CPS study groups provided mutual social 

and intellectual support. This enabled the supporters of the ideas to unit in the beginnings 

and so better face the hostile majority of those how disapproved the ideas.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 New Public Management 



 

‘Government is not the solution to the problem; government is the problem’. This famous 

declaration by Ronald Reagan is one inspiration behind the new public management 

(NPM). The new public management became during years a spell of the Conservatives 

governments and its attempts to reform the British state, though, NPM is emphatically 

not a uniquely British development94. 

 

NPM as a concept represented a powerful critique of Weber’s ideas about bureaucracy95 

(understand the bureaucratic model of modern state). Nowadays, NPM is anything but a 

theoretical concept anymore (also thanks to the Conservative reform of the state). It has 

led to radical changes in public sectors of Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and 

especially New Zealand.  

 

NPM, like most administrative labels, is a loose term. It usefulness lies in its convenience 

as a shorthand name for the set of broadly similar administrative doctrines which 

dominated the bureaucratic reform agenda in many countries from the late 1970s96.If we 

were very to simplify the nature of NPM we might say that ‘the entrepreneurial spirit is 

transforming the public sector’97. The underlining theme of NPM is the gains that can be 

achieved by giving public servants the flexibility to manage by results (that is, 

‘managerialism’). This is the basic break it represents with Weber’s view that the job of a 

bureaucrat is to apply fixed rules to cases. NPM is public administration for the twenty-

first century; Weber’s model was dismissed as history98. The not directly express 

objective of NPM would be probably the minimal state. A state were everything that 

could be privatised is privatised, leaving only a ‘nightwatchman’ administrative machine 
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whose functions would be only to perform the core functions that the private sector is 

unable or unwilling to perform99.  

 

Among the non-Anglo-Saxon countries that implemented at least some features of the 

NPM would be Sweden, Finland, Belgium, and the Netherlands. Germany, Japan and 

Spain are on the other hand among the countries showing least interest. 

 

A way to elucidate the origins of NPM is to see it as a joint venture of two streams of 

ideas. One stream was the ‘new institutional economics’. The foundation of it was the 

development of public choice, transactions cost theory and principal-agent theory. 

Among the authors were Black, Arrow, and Niskanen. Especially, Niskanen’s theory of 

bureaucracy was extremely influential. The second stream of ideas was the business-type 

managerialism in the public sector. What only differs in the countries that adopted NPM 

is two what extend is one or the other stream represented in the particular country100
.  

 

If we want to understand the basic philosophy of NPM we better look on a concrete 

example of a country that has got a waste experience with the concept. That country is 

New Zealand.  

 

One of the key features of the ‘New Zealand model’ is its massive use of contracts. This 

goes far beyond the standard fare of using private firms to supply local services such as 

garbage collection. It extends to engaging private suppliers in sensitive areas such as debt 

collection. By such means, the Department of Transport reduced its direct employees 

from around 5000 staff in 1986 to less than 50 in the mid- 1990s, a remarkable reduction. 

The ministry of Women’s Affairs was cut to just 37 staff101.  
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But the model goes even further. It is not used only within the public sector to govern the 

relationships between purchasers and providers. Even within a single department, 

ministers and senior civil servants agree a contract on what the civil servant should 

achieve, with bonuses to follow if targets are achieved. ‘Contractualism’ within the 

public sector is an additional step. And it is a more direct challenge to Weber’s model, 

than simply contracting out services to the private sector102.  

 

Certainly, in the case of the United Kingdom the cut downs were not so dramatic (that 

can be explained by the size of the two countries, different bureaucratic tradition, and the 

starting points when the UK had to deal with other reform issues and the reform of the 

state was just one of many). Nevertheless, the New Zealand model, in many ways an 

extreme example of NPM, opened debate even in the UK about the limits how far the 

notion of NPM can go. Are there any functions of the state that should stay inherently 

under the direct influence of the executive? Or could be the NPM techniques applied to 

the full range of governmental activities? The Definition of such functions that should 

stay an inherent state domain is given by Hague; Harrop; Breslin (1998) when they define 

an inherent governmental function that it is one that the state should provide directly and 

not contract out to third parties. For instance, making key decisions about foreign policy 

would normally be considered inherently governmental, collecting the garbage would 

not. 

 

Until now, we mentioned as features of the NPM contracting out public services and 

giving more freedom to public servants in achieving their goals. The other components of 

the new public management as taken from Hood (1996) in Hague; Harrop; Breslin (1998) 

are: 

 

- Managers are given more discretion but are held responsible for results 

- Explicit targets are set and used to assess results 

- Departments are ‘unbundled’ into more independent operating units 

- More work is contracted out to the private sector 
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- More flexibility is allowed in recruiting and retaining staff 

- Costs are cut in an effort to achieve more with less 

 

The philosophy of new public management as interpreted in Richards and Smith (2002) 

differ just in details: 

 

- a belief in the superiority of the market and therefore an attempt to introduce 

markets and quasy-markets into the public sector 

- the notion that organisations should be flexible and responsive rather than 

hierarchical 

- decentralization and de-layering of decision-making, with the disaggregating of 

government into agencies 

- the use of performance indicators and output targets as mechanisms for the 

creation of incentives for more effective work practices 

- a focus on efficiency 

- management by results and a much greater emphasis on the role of managers and 

their freedom to make decisions 

- the use of new technology 

- an increased role of audit 

(Source: Ling (1998); Rhodes (1997); Walsh (1995) 

 

The key political issue raised by NPM and the contract culture is accountability. Who is 

responsible when something goes wrong with a service provided by an agency operating 

under contract to government? This has been the main area of criticism of the NPM from 

its emergence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.3 Conservative reform of the state, 1979 -1997 

 

Introduction 

 

In reforming the state, the Conservative governments drew on many elements of New 

Right thinking, managerialism, and New public management. Looking back nowadays, 

equipped with the distance of almost 10 years we can see the reform of the state of 1979-

97 in more generalizing matter. We may identify three main periods of the reform. The 

first period was characterised by strong drive for economies and the elimination of any 

waste. This would be a period roughly between 1979 and 1982/83. The Rayner’s 

scrutinizes (3.3.1.1.) would for instance fall into this initial period. The Management 

Financial Initiative (3.3.1.2) of 1982 marks the beginning of the second period; a period 

when the stress shifted towards improving financial and general management, and 

increasing efficiency. At this time, the ‘three Es’ started to play an important role – 

economy, efficiency, and effectiveness. Also the privatisation (3.3.2.1) process falls into 

this period. The third and last period was according to some the most radical one. The 

period followed after the third consecutive election victory of 1987. Thatcher’s 

government then launched a series of radical reforms. The reforms that were already in 

place such as MTMs were stretched to other areas. Totally new reforms were prepared. 

The Next Steps programme of 1988 (3.3.1.3) was introduced along others such as 

Citizen’s Charter and Competing for quality (1991)103. The common denominator to the 

reforms of the third period was ongoing downsizing of central ministries, programmes of 

contracting-out and market-testing. Overall, the 1990s were characterised by a big 

emphasis on ‘costumer service’.    

 

3.3.1 Reform of Whitehall 

 

During the 1980s, the Conservatives undertook a series of managerial and structural 

reforms of the British bureaucracy (see Appendix III. and Appendix IV). The key reforms 
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were: Raynerism, the Financial Management Initiative, and, the most importantly, the 

introduction of the Next Steps reforms in 1988. 

 

3.3.1.1 Raynerism 

 

The United Kingdom has been a component of the Anglophone, US-dominated world of 

managerialism. More than in any other European country has been the UK’s government 

open to management consultants and management gurus have had a significant influence 

on public life. So it does not come as a surprise that the UK’s governments of 1979-97 

were in particular open to generic management thinking as well as they were open to 

ideas brought to the government by the private sector.104
. 

 

A key theme the Thatcher Government wished to pursue was to increase efficiency 

throughout the public sector and, in particular, Whitehall. To aid them in this goal, Derek 

Rayner, the joint managing director of Marks and Spencer, was appointed as a part-time 

unpaid adviser. He was allocated a small ‘Efficiency Unit’ in the Cabinet Office, in order 

to conduct a series of in-depth ‘scrutinies’ into various aspects of departmental 

government work105. 

 

Rayner actively encouraged a culture within the Civil Service of different units 

competing against one another. The questions that the scrutineers that were sent out to the 

departments were supposed to ask were just three and simple as that: 

 

- What is it for? 

- What does it cost? 

- What value does it add?106  
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By December 1982, when Rayner had decided to return full-time to Marks and Spencer, 

130 scrutinies had been conducted which had produced 170 million pounds savings. On 

one occasion Rayner admitted that the unit he led would have had only a marginal impact 

if it had not been for ‘the unique political imperative created by Thatcher, as support for 

the initiative was not extensive among other ministers or at the highest echelons of the 

Civil Service’107 The Rayner experience was similar to the Fulton reforms from the 

Wilson’s time in that both demonstrated how vital the importance of Prime Ministerial 

patronage was: Wilson lost interest; Thatcher did not. 

 

Undoubtedly, the scrutinies did make a number of major economic savings, whilst also 

introducing a more cost-conscious atmosphere to Whitehall. However, officials at the 

highest level in Whitehall were unwilling to accept and adopt the findings. Nevertheless, 

Rayner facilitated a climate for further change. Derek Rayner was Thatcher’s first 

efficiency adviser and hardly the last; many other followed and managers started to be 

brought into government in various advisory capacities108.  

 

3.3.1.2 The Financial Management Initiative 

  

In 1982, the Government launched the Financial Management Initiative (FMI), initiated 

by Michael Heseltine whilst he was Minister in the Department of Environment (DoE). 

Heseltine had introduced a Management Information System for Ministers (MINIS) at 

the DoE, which aimed to inform him of ‘who did what, why and at what cost’109. Later, it 

was recommended by the Treasury to introduce an equivalent of MINIS to all 

departments. This was the basis of the Government’s 1982 White Paper announcing the 

FMI. The paper called for wholesale reorganisation and a new style of management. This 

should be then based on devolved authority and accountable management. Each 

department came up with its own variation of MINIS. 
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Whether or not it can be argued that the FMI stands on its own as a step forward in Civil 

Service reform, it certainly broke new ground. It encouraged a greater cost consciousness 

by individual departments. The FMI signalled the first moves towards the programme of 

decentralization for Whitehall, which were later to appear as part of the Next Steps 

reforms110.  

 

3.3.1.3 Next Steps 

 

A central element of NPM was the belief that organisation should be hived off and that 

there should not be a single organisation for all tasks. If we look at this from a public-

choice perspective, principal-agent theory was a mechanism for introducing market 

mechanism into public sector. This should happen by creating a market relation between 

the principal (the controller of services) and the agent (the deliverer of services). These 

ideas underpinned what were to become the Next Steps Agencies111. The Next Steps 

Programme was launched in 1988 and in ten years led to creation of more than 140 

executive agencies. This counted for more than 70 per cent of the nonindustrial civil 

servants who were transferred to those new type organisations112. 

 

The goal of agencies was to improve the implementation of policy by separating it out 

from the making of policy. Talking in more general terms and considering the historic 

development of public administration, one may well use Henry Parris metaphor of a ‘tidal 

sequence’ that denotes a process by which central government functions tended to move 

from ad hoc boards to central Departments in the nineteenth century, with the emphasis 

moving in the opposite direction in the twentieth century113. The agencies were the means 

of moving the government functions out from the core executive. 
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The philosophy behind the agencies was more or less that all tasks which require a 

certain degree of flexibility, discretion, innovativeness and speed (features of business 

organisation which are often stressed) are likely to be entrusted to bodies outside the 

central department framework. 

 

There might be also a political reason tracked down behind the agency-type bureaucracy. 

It has been very well known that as democracy grew in Britain, the Civil service 

bureaucracy was politically neutralized instead of party politicized. This was happening 

in contrast to the development of countries such as the U.S.A and Germany. In reality, 

this often meant that the politicians had to follow, when appointing civil servants, the 

rules of merit appointment and accept the internal control of promoting civil servants. 

Their political influence was then to some degree limited114. Creating an agency could 

give the politician more influence over the policy implementation than they would have 

on government departments. 

 

Another political motivation for turning to the agencies could be the fact that through 

transferring government functions from the core government outside to agencies the 

government would seem to shrink. An agency thus becomes a formal device which 

conceals the real size and rate of growth of the government bureaucracy115. 

 

But the Next Steps have raised also much criticism. Those opposing the concept 

criticized mainly the uncertain legal status of agencies and the fact that agencies led to 

institutional fragmentation. The critics point out that creation of specialized 

administrative and managerial bodies has opened a new radius of questions and 

difficulties. They argue that uncertainty of the legal and political status of those new 

creations has been downgraded and not dealt with adequately116. Others (i.e. Rhodes) 

stress that the most visible result of the Next Steps reforms was the institutional 
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fragmentation that became synonymous to the new system. This in their view led to 

unpleasant coordination problems.  

 

The advocates defend the greater autonomy with the argument that it leads to 

improvements in economy, productivity, or user-responsiveness117. They also lean to 

denial of the existence of loss of coordination. And since coordination is rather difficult 

to evaluate and measure, it is very difficult to prove them wrong.     

 

3.3.1.4 Philosophy of Major Governments 

 

At the end of the year 1990 Prime Minister Thatcher was succeeded by John Major. His 

Conservative government remained on the reform track. Nevertheless, there was a certain 

shift in the priorities. John Major got to power in different situation than his predecessor. 

Thus, he could focus on different issues. Let’s shortly look at the philosophy of his 

government. 

 

The position of Major governments (1990-92 and 1992-1997) was that the role of 

government should be to create the framework in which the private sector can flourish. 

Thus, the state should become an ‘enabling state’ for the private sector. For the Major 

Government, the Thatcher reforms of the 1980s had been about making the existing state 

apparatus more efficient. But by utilizing the ‘steering no rowing thesis’, the theme the 

Major Government adopted was that the market should be brought to the state. If the 

nationalized utilities could be privatised during the 1980s, ran the argument, why should 

not the same principle be applied to the remaining public sector, and in particular the 

Civil Service118?  

 

Under the Major Government the Next Steps program gain on intensity, so that by 1997, 

138 agencies had been established, this accounted for 66 per cent of the Civil Service. 
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The Citizens’ Charter was also introduced, which aimed at transferring power away from 

providers to consumers. In effect, this became a process of auditing the public sector – by 

publishing performance lists for schools, hospitals, universities etc. Hence a number of 

commentators refer to this period as the onset of ‘The Audit Society’, in which market 

testing/ privatisation was introduced and performance tables became a key indicator in 

evaluating public services119.  Between 1993 and 1995, market testing produced 800 

million pounds savings, with over two billion pounds of government work reviewed since 

1992. In terms of privatisation, over one billion pounds has been transformed to the 

private sector, 26 000 posts have been cut from Whitehall, and over 50 per cent of 

government work has been put out to the private sector. 

 

Clearly, the structural and managerial reforms produced a sea change in Whitehall. Now, 

we shall look at the reforms that were carried out by the two Major’s governments. 

 

 

3.3.1.5 Personnel reform 

 

The conservatives’ initial approach to the personnel reform of Whitehall was primarily 

political: it was a program based on de-privileging the Civil Service.  

One of the key changes during the Thatcher period involved an increased emphasis upon 

the need to appoint efficient managers of the policy and implementation process, rather 

than policy advisers. This enhanced the ability of Conservative ministers to impose their 

will on the policy process120 In the Major years, a whole series of personnel reforms were 

introduced: the Efficiency Unit’s Career Management and Succession Planning (1993); a 

White Paper, Continuity and Change (1994); a second White Paper, The Civil Service: 

Taking Forward Continuity and Change (1995); and the Senior Management Review 

(SMR). 

The aim was cost savings, and to give ministers greater control over the rump of the 

bureaucratic machine left at the heart of Whitehall. 
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3.3.2 Bringing the Market to the public sector 

 

Fundamental to the New Right project and New Public Management was the role of the 

market as a mechanism for delivering public goods in the most effective and efficient 

way. The aim was either to return elements of government to the private sector or, where 

that was not possible, to introduce the market into aspects of the public sector (internal 

markets). The two direction of the notion was privatisation and marketizing the public 

sector. 

 

3.3.2.1 Privatisation 

 

For many Conservatives who were in office during the Thatcher/Major administrations, 

privatisation was the most successful policy carried out during the eighteen years of 

Conservative government. The origins of the wave of privatisation can actually be traced 

back to the previous Labour Government, when, as part of the IMF package in 1976, they 

were forced to sell shares in the then public owned BP as a mechanism for raising 

finance. The Conservative Administration of 1979 positively upheld and promoted 

privatisation; nevertheless the policy developed in time in a piecemeal and gradual way. 

It began by selling more BP shares so that the government became a minority 

shareholder. Then a similar strategy followed for British Aerospace and then for Cable 

and Wireless121.  

 

However privatisation might be viewed primarily as an economical program, the 

privatisation program of the Thatcher Government had large political consequences and 

political objectives seem to suppress the economical objectives122. We shall keep in mind 

that politicians are fundamentally motivated by maximizing their political benefits rather 
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than by the pursuit of the common good123. And so though privatisation itself is perceived 

as chiefly an economic operation that is motivated by the objective of promoting 

competition, economic efficiency and broadening the range of goods and services 

available to consumers, we shall appreciate that the goal might be political besides. 

 

Publicly, the major objectives of privatisation as stated by the Thatcher Government, 

were indeed primarily of an economic nature and they included: enhanced economic 

efficiency of the targeted enterprises; intensification of competition in the British market; 

finding a remedy for the ensuing problems between the government and management of 

nationalized enterprises; obtaining additional revenues by the sale of public assets124. 

Apart form that, privatisation of loss making companies was welcome way how to get rid 

of businesses that would have to be subsidized by public money if not quickly sold out to 

private sector. So much for the proclaimed economic objectives. 

 

The government was not so much open as far as the political objectives were concerned. 

Yet, it would be helpful to seek the possible political motivations behind privatisation. 

Clearly one of them, however unstated, was promoting popular capitalism. This idea, 

which has been often referred to as so called ‘property-owning democracy’, or ‘people’s 

capital market’, was to be realized by increasing the number of people possessing shares 

of the privatised state enterprises and also by expanding the number of property owners. 

The objective was not only to make the citizens richer in the material sense, but also the 

proponents of the notion of popular capitalism claimed that the inevitable side effect of 

that would be increasing personal independence and freedom. Have to be said that this 

was hoped to be accompanied by the reduction of the power of trade unions and also the 

public sector in general125. Overall, the Thatcher government was discreet about the 

electoral aspect of that; the expansion of social groups which were most likely to vote 

Conservative. In conclusion, we may boldly claim that the political objective behind the 

privatisation was an experiment to execute a crucial change in the British political scene. 

This change was hoped to lead to deep-rooting of the Conservative political thinking 
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among the public. In effect, this should lead to shifting the political centre-ground to the 

right and so assure that the legacy of the changes would outlive the Conservative 

administration126. There might be different views whether this objective was met or not, 

or to what extend, but this is not the primary interest of this thesis and so we shall not 

open the debate and will leave it unanswered. 

   

The first large-scale privatisation, aimed at the general public, was British Telecom in 

1984, the largest UK privatisation. Following a large-scale advertising campaign, 2.4 

million people applied for shares. The next large-scale privatisation, British Gas, attracted 

6 million applications for shares. By 1992 the Conservatives had sold off nearly all the 

major utilities and privatised companies. The only large companies left in public 

ownership were coal, British Railways, and the Post Office. The first two were later 

privatised by Major government127. (see Appendix II.) 

 

As we mentioned, one of the biggest intended impacts of privatisation was to change the 

mode of governance of a large part of the economy and the provision of public goods. 

For almost forty years, responsibility for delivering different forms of energy, public 

transport, a range of public utilities, and even the production of a variety of manufactured 

goods such as steel lay with the government. With the privatisation program, the 

government was disengaged from economy, effectively arguing that the market was the 

most effective way of delivering services such as water, gas, and electricity128.  

 

But the role of government in the economy did not evaporate entirely. The Conservative 

governments did not just sold out their shares they sought ways of some state presence in 

the economy. They introduced a system of regulation, setting up bodies such as Ofwat 

and Oftel which effectively restricted the prices increases that the new private 

monopolies could impose. For instance, the railway regulator has imposed heavy fines for 
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poor performance, and in 1995 the electricity regulator reconsidered the prices previously 

agreed129.  

 

We may conclude that it appears that privatisation marks a change in the nature of control 

rather than the end of control. 

 

3.3.2.2 Marketizing the public sector 

  

For the services that the government could not privatise, there was an attempt to 

introduced market criteria and managerialism as a way of making them more effective. 

Through the introduction of managerialism the government attempted to make the Civil 

Service more effective and efficient. But it also tried to introduce market criteria into 

education and health. The 1998 Education Act attempted to create competition in 

education by giving parents a choice of schools and allowing funds to follow the pupil. 

Therefore, if parents opted out of the worst schools and moved to the best schools, the 

worst schools would have to improve in order to attract more funds. In the NHS, the 

Conservatives attempted to create a market by separating out the purchasers and the 

suppliers of services130. 

 

Conclusion 

The conclusion of the part 3 that deals with the transformation of the British state under 

the Conservatives; and thus is attempting to advocate the move from government to 

governance we shall start with the NPM.  

 

The NPM is an amorphous term that contains elements of business/management theory 

fused with neo-liberal, public-choice accounts of bureaucracy. The question is the utility 

of NPM as an analytical tool for understanding change in British government.  
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We have to admit that the Conservative politicians did not have at the beginning very 

precise idea about management reform. They rather had just a certain broad beliefs and 

ideas that pushed the government in a particular direction. The beliefs might be 

characterised as that the private sector was more efficient than the public sector that the 

civil service was too privileged and the state too big131.  As Peter Kemp, one of the key 

figures involved in the Next Steps process, maintains that Conservative Administration 

‘had a vague feeling that there was something wrong with the Civil Service machinery of 

over half a million people...I think it is fair to say with all the reforms (and I accept there 

are some political overtures to some of them) there was a natural evolution...It was 

simply a case of tapping ahead with a white stick. Some of us felt-and Margaret Thatcher 

was included in our number from the point of view of the management and administration 

of the Civil Service and John Major from the point o view of customer service-that 

something was not quite right. It was a political feel at the top end, while it was official 

drive at the lower end’
132

.  

 

The process of reform is much more properly understood as a response to a combination 

of political, economic, ideological, and organisational factors. NPM remains a 

problematic concept. In particular, it often leads analysts to portray the reform as part of a 

coherent neo-liberal agenda that swept through Britain and other similar liberal-

democratic states, such as New Zealand, Australia, Sweden, Holland, France, Canada, 

and the United States. 

 

The traditional Whitehall culture was based on a notion of a public-service ethos, with 

officials as the key policy advisers within a hierarchical organised government. The 

Thatcherite vision of officials was that they were policy implementers who provide 

ministers with facts and not advice on policy. 

The shifting culture of Whitehall and the changing role of ministers and officials did 

produced a more complex process of policy-making, a shift from what some saw as 
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government to governance. For instance, the policy of privatisation publicly owned 

utilities created a new, informal organisational network involving a government 

department, a private organisation, and a regulator, rather than being completely within 

government. 

 

As the reform program was broadly ad hoc. Their program lacked a blueprint, and thus 

contained a number of contradictory elements. The Conservative governments were not 

in particular keen to carry out extending evaluations of their reforms. They played the 

card that the reforms are desirable and so self justifying themselves. Any long evaluation 

would, according to them, just take up time that was needed for other reforms and would 

distract. But that not all has been achieved is clear and even natural. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion  

 

We ask in the title of this work whether the Westminster model has been challenged. Our 

initial premise was that the changes that the British State underwent in the last thirty 

years meant that the Westminster model of government does not comprehensively 

describe the British government anymore and also the language used for its description it 

does not reflect the recent developments. Therefore, we have adopted the concept of 

governance and have tried to analyze whether that would explain the British politics more 

accurately.  

 

The idea behind governance is that the policy arena has been over the past years extended 

to include a variety of new terrains, the number of actors located on these terrains has 

increased, and central government has become only one amongst many133. In sum, the 

British government has lost the ability and potential to fully control the policy-making 

process which became shattered. The beginning of this political arena fragmentation is 

set at the end of the 1970s and is marked by the government change of 1979.    

 

We opened this work with a presentation of the governance debate that has been going on 

over the last years. We introduced several governance scholars and their approaches in 

order to demonstrate the complexity of the approaches to the notion (1.2-1.2.5). The 

pivotal purpose of this was to get a firm theoretical base for our further analysis when we 

applied the theory to practise (the British state). 

  

To prove to what extent is this interpretation of the changes in British politics relevant we 

first examined and analyzed aspects of the British Modern state in order to get a clear 

backcloth of the changes (2.1-2.2.2). Then we shortly discussed what led to the twilight 

of this Modern state (2.3-2.3.1).  
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Following that, we approached the part where we applied the concept to the British state 

(3-3.3.2.2). We tracked down the philosophical and political background that influenced 

the nature of the changes (3.1-3.1.2.2). We shortly characterized the proponents of the 

changes (3.1.2.3-3.1.2.3.1). And finally, we listed the concrete reform steps that led to the 

graduate changes of the political arena of the United Kingdom (3.3-3.3.2.2). 

 

To sum up the observed, despite the fact that the Conservative reform of the state did 

change the British state significantly and Britain of 1997 has very little resemblance to 

Britain of 1979 and still remains the core executive the dominant actor in the policy-

making process (however not the only one). Though, the power moved from the core 

executive to some extent and can be found now for instance at the supranational level or 

in the self-organizing networks. The core executive managed to defend the key positions. 

This might be granted to the desire to preserve the ‘British political tradition’134. We have 

to disapprove the position that claims that the power shifted away from the Westminster 

and Whitehall to an extent that would abridge the power of the core executive. The 

impact of governance on the British polity is remarkable but still the key decisions are 

made within the executive. Policy process still contains top-down, closed and secretive 

aspects. Overall, the government in Whitehall is still powerful enough and during the 

years has managed to adapt to changes. 

 

We have just said that the government remains a powerful and important actor in the 

policy-making arena. But what has been changed in the era of governance was the role 

the government plays. And that might be claimed as the major result of governance. The 

central government ‘less rows and more steers’. This implies that the key change has 

been rather in the style of governing itself. The change has taken place mainly in the 

nature of control rather than in the end of government control over the public sector. For 

instance, privatization meant giving up by the government on direct management and 

influence on the businesses but was compensated by new means of control, i.e. 

regulation. The government did not disappear just the form of its presence has changed. 
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Now, we are getting to the second part of our premise from the beginning of our work. 

And that was the need for a new language that would describe the reordered British polity 

more accurately than the old language of Westminster model. We assume that as soon as 

we accept the apparent fact that the change of the British polity does not lie in what the 

state does but how it does it, then the need for a new language to capture this change 

(consisting of new relationships between the actors, changed path dependency, shifting 

responsibility to new actors, newly emerged problem of accountability etc.) becomes 

obvious.  

 

In other words, the goals of the British modern state seem to have remained intact 

(commitment to progress, good government, welfare provision, economic growth, a 

stable society, and civil order)135. It has been the mechanisms for achieving these goals 

that changed. We assume that this advocates the need for a new language that would 

reflect the changes. The move from the postwar state interventions through bureaucracy, 

legislation, financial control, and regulation that have been replaced by new, more 

complex and sophisticated means of governing needs to be reflected also in the 

theoretical discourse. 

 

Some social scientist responded to the development presenting their own interpretation of 

the postmodern British state. We mentioned Rhodes’ differentiated polity model (1.2.3), 

but there are other competing models (all of them have the Westminster model as the 

root) that are trying to capture the change. Probably the most comprehensive alongside 

Rhodes’ model is the ‘asymmetric power’ model of the British polity that was proposed 

by Marsh136.  

 

At the very end, we shall mention that we concentrated our work predominantly on the 

internal factors of the change. We did not examine the external factors that have played 

their significant role in reordering the British polity as well. Europisation and 
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globalization are probably the two most obvious external factors that have had a far-

reaching impact on the British politics. The role of those external factors arises many 

questions. To what extent has the policy-making process adapted to the supranational 

level of decision making in European Union? How much did the Brussels’ bureaucracy 

influence the organization and work of the Civil Service and visa versa? What has been 

the impact of globalization on the policy-making process? Has it given birth to new 

actors that have entered the policy process? Those and many other questions wait for 

answers.   

 

The other sphere of questions that our work opens is a result of the fact that the era of 

governance that we analyzed in our work is just one stage of the development. The era of 

governance has not been the final step in reordering the British state. In recent years a 

new concept has been discussed – the programme of joined-up government introduced 

and carried out by Blair’s government. The core idea of the programme lies in attempting 

to resolve one of the crucial problems of the governance era – fragmentation – by wiring 

the system back up together again137. It is hard to make any conclusion concerning the 

result of the programme (successes or failures) as it is still in progress. But what can be 

stated beyond any doubt is that joined-up government is a new phase in the constant 

transformation of the state. As the United Kingdom entered the twenty-first century, the 

future form of the public policy making seems still unsettled and still dealing with the 

dilemma of meeting efficiently the various needs and expectations of still more and more 

complex society on one hand and fight for its own position as a powerful actor in the 

policy process on the other hand.            
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Résumé 
 
Otázka v titulu této bakalářské práce se ptá po relevanci Westminsterského modelu jako 

interpretačního nástroje britského politického systému. V posledních zhruba třiceti letech 

probíhá mezi akademiky debata, která se pokouší reflektovat měnící se podobu britského 

politického systému a především pak změny v procesu rozhodovaní a tvorby politik. 

Mnozí argumentují, že Westminsterský model již plně nezachycuje současné fungovaní 

britského politického systému a vztahy mezi jednotlivými členy účastnící se rozhodování. 

Tito lidé se domnívají, že vztahy, které Westminsterský model zachycuje a popisuje, 

prošly v posledních letech výraznou proměnou, na kterou je třeba reagovat (mimo jiné i 

změnou slovníku, který pro popis britského politického systému používáme). Snahou 

těchto autorů je identifikovat a následně popsat tyto změny. Jejich cílem je zachytit je 

v rovině teoretické. Jedná se svým způsobem o dohánění praxe teorií.  

 

Jako pojem charakterizující měnící se podstatu britského politického systému se užívá 

označení governance138. Tento pojem, pouze velmi obtížně převeditelný do českého 

jazyka,  vystihuje nový proces vládnutí, nebo změněné podmínky pro vládnutí, nebo nové 

metody,  jakými je společnost řízena a spravována139. Dalo by se říci, že v případě 

governance se jedná o posun od aktivního vládnutí a přímého zasahování spíše směrem 

ke spravování a řízení pomocí různých forem dohledů a regulací. 

 

Za účelem zachytit rozdílnost a specifičnost období governance, byla věnována 

pozornost i období předchozímu, pro které se užívá označení moderní stát (Modern 

state), jež je charakterizováno shora zmíněným Westminsterským modelem. Srovnáním 

moderního státu a změn, které proběhly během vlády čtyř konzervativních exekutiv 

v období 1979 až 1997, jsme se chtěli dostat k odpovědi na naši otázku, zda-li je 

Westminsterský model stále tím správným nástrojem pro charakteristiku britského státu. 
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V závěru práce se dostáváme k názoru, že spíše nežli ke změně cílů došlo k změně 

způsobů a cest, jak je těchto cílů dosahováno. Westminsterský model ve svých hrubých 

rysech stále reflektuje podstatu britského politického zřízení, nicméně změny, které 

proběhly v posledních dekádách, vyžadují změnu jazyka, kterým o britském politickém 

zřízení hovoříme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix I. Abbreviations occurring in governance debate 

 

CCT   compulsory competitive tendering 

The Three ‘Es’ Economy, Efficiency, Effectiveness 

HRM   human resource management 

JUG   joined-up government 

MbO   Management by Objectives 

MTM   market-type mechanism 

NPM   New Public Management 

NWS   Neo-Weberian State 

PI   performance indicator 

PPP   Public-Private Partnership 

PUMA  Public Management Service of the OECD 

quango  quasi non-governmental organisation   

TQM   Total Quality Management  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix II. Key privatizations 1979 – 97 

 

1979 British Petroleum 

1981 British Aerospace 

 Cable and Wireless 

1982 National Freight Corporation 

 Britoil 

 Amersham International 

1983 Association of British Ports 

1984 British Telecom 

 Enterprise Oil 

1986 British Gas 

1987 BAA  

 Rolls-Royce 

 British Airways 

 British Petroleum (second tranche) 

1989 Water 

1990 Electricity  

1995 British Coal 

 National Power 

 PowerGen 

1996 British Nuclear Power 

British Railways 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix III: Key Events in the Finance Domain 

 

1979 launch of the Rayner scrutinies (efficiency studies) 

1982 Financial Management Initiative (FMI): delegation of financial and personnel 

matters to line managers 

1988 Progress report on budgeting reforms 

1992 Audit Commission: 77 indicators for local governments to report on performance 

1994 Private Finance initiative (PFI) 

1994 Green paper: resource accounting by 1998 

1994 Green paper: resource budgeting by 2000 

1994 Fundamental Review of Expenditure: in result 25% downsizing of HM Treasury 

1995 Departments: prepare efficiency plans each year 

1995 White paper: Resource Accounting and Budgeting in Government: from cash 

management to management of resources against achievement of objectives 

1995 ‘Burdens of Bureaucracy’: efficiency scrutinies 

1997 Efficiency Plans of Agencies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix IV: Key Events in the Organization and Personnel Domain 

 

1981 Civil Service Department disbanded 

 Management and Personnel Office (MPO) created in Cabinet Office 

1984 Central Unit on Purchasing created 

1987 Office of the Minister of Civil Service (OMCS): reconstituted MPO 

1988 Next Steps initiative: executive agencies: CE accountable to ministers who set 

performance targets 

1989 Treasury: 21 flexibilities for department and agencies on personnel management, 

pay, allowances 

1989 New career arrangements for IT and Purchasing and Supply Staff: more 

professionalism 

1989 Flexible pay, recruitment, management development, training 

1990 34 agencies (80,000 staff) established 

1990 29 candidates (200,000) identified 

1990 600 secondments between civil service and industry/commerce 

1990 Trading Fund Act: extend range of government business able to benefit from 

trading fund status 

1991 Treasury: 40 flexibilities for departments and agencies on personnel managements 

pay, allowances 

1991 900,000 jobs transferred as a result of privatization; state-owned sector reduced 

by two-thirds since 1979 

1992 13 agencies: group bonus schemes linked to quality of service targets and funded 

from efficiency savings 

1992 Office of Public Service and Science (OPSS) in Cabinet Office: merger of 

OMCS, Next Steps Team, Citizen’s Charter, Efficiency Unit, Market Testing 

Unit 



1992 Civil Service (Management Functions) Act: facilitate delegation of central 

management responsibilities  

1993 Efficiency Unit Report: Career Management and Succession Planning 

1994 Beginning of a series of ‘fundamental reviews’ of major ministerial departments, 

leading to average downsizing of more than 20% 

1994 Introducing of central funding scheme: help departments meet costs of early 

departures 

1995 White paper: Talking Forward Continuity and Change 

1996 127 agencies (387,000 civil servants:72%), other 37 candidates  
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